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BPMR Mission: Korea
Industry to Industry Dialogue on Emissions
Trading and Market Readness
1 Introduction
In April 2011, the South Korean government released its final
draft for an emissions trading system, modeled on the EU ETS
that outlines a three-phase program. This program, however, is
not limited to a ten-year term of operation. Korea became the
first Asian country to pass a national cap-and-trade system
when the National Assembly passed this bill on May 2, 2012
almost unanimously. Emissions trading in Korea began on
January 1, 2015. The system was designed to cater towards the
opinions of stakeholders and industry, as well as accounting for
South Korea’s international competitiveness.
South Korea is the first Asian country to pass a national
economy-wide ETS into law, and it is on track to become the
second Asian country to implement its national economy-wide
ETS.
The B-PMR Mission in Korea will compliment efforts being
undertaken by the Ministry of Environment, Korea to help
Korean industry and market operators understand emissions
trading.

2 Background
The International Emissions Trading Association (IETA) as a
supporter of the global carbon market and a promoter of
dialogue and exchanges between various stakeholders commits
itself to promoting communication and collaboration between
industrial enterprises and government departments over carbon
emissions

trading

issues

worldwide.

In

April

2012,

the
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International Emissions Trading Association held in Beijing a
workshop on how industrial enterprises take part in and prepare
for carbon emissions trading and produced good results.
Following this it launched the “Business Partnership for Market
Readiness” (BPMR) and held its 1st BPMR Mission in
Guangdong and Shenzhen in February 2013. Since 2013, the
B-PMR has held Missions in Beijing, Tianjin, Seoul, Shanghai,
and Mexico City. Details of the BPMR are available here.
Information from the first B-PMR Mission to Korea in
September, 2013 is available here.
Main points of the Mission:
Ÿ

Industry readiness: Improve the understanding and knowledge
of Korean industry on the role and function of a GHG
emissions trading scheme

Ÿ

Knowledge transfer: Enhance the ability and skills of Korean
industry to participate in the Korean ETS (K-ETS).

Ÿ

Policy preparation: Assist the competent authorities in Korea
to find out how to prepare and develop procedures for
participation by industrial emitters of the K-ETS, and to
gather their opinions and feedback on industry readiness.

3 Main Elements and Topics
The Mission will include the following topics:
Ÿ

Allocation: Benchmarking and capacity utilization rate;

Ÿ

Allowance calculation, and new entrants;

Ÿ

Offsets: how to develop internal offset projects and sharing
best offset strategies;

Ÿ

Market stability reserve: industry views and ideas on
reserve;

Ÿ

Combined heat & power (CHP): Experiences from EU ETS
participants;

Ÿ

The first year of trading: sharing the EU ETS Phase 1 story;
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Ÿ

Carbon price forecasts and forward curves: how to do it;

Ÿ

Corporate governance and organisation on emissions trading:
building an internal carbon team, decision making, and roles
& responsibilities.
Break-out Groups:

Ÿ

Trading strategies and internal allowance managementcase
studies for the power, steel/iron, petrochemical, cement, and
non-ferrous metal sectors.

4 Schedule and Details
Ÿ

Time: 2 days; 23-24 March 2015

Ÿ

Meeting Location: Hoam Faculty House in Seoul National
University Seoul, Republic of Korea

Ÿ

Organizers: International Emissions Trading Association (IETA)

Ÿ

Foreign

Supporters:

International

Emissions

Trading

Association (IETA)
Ÿ

Local Supporters: Ministry of Environment, Korea

5 Agenda
Ÿ

March 23, Day One All Day-Seminar
Time
09:00
-09:30

Contents

Speakers

Registration
Opening Remarks

09:30
-09:40

Opening remarks by Ministry of
Environment, Korea

Mr. Rhyun-min
Park, MoE

09:40
-09:50

Opening remarks by British Embassy
Seoul

Ms. Katrine
Sasaki, UK FCO

10:00
-10:10

Opening remarks by President and
CEO of IETA

Mr. Dirk
Forrister, IETA

10:10
-10:30

Update on K-ETS and next steps

Mr. Hyung-Sup
Lee, MoE
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Time

Contents

Speakers

10:30
-11:15

Brainstorm and open discussion on consultation on
issues to be discussed during the BPMR dialogue

11:15
-11:45

Coffee & Tea Break
Theme 1: Trading preparation
(Examples and best practices on carbon trading)

11:45
-12:10

he first year of trading: sharing the
EU ETS Phase 1 story

Eric Boonman,
Statkraft

12:10
-12:35

Carbon accounts and risk management

Paul Curnow,
Baker
McKenzie

12:35
-13:00

Corporate governance and organisation
on emissions trading: building an
internal carbon team, decision-making,
and roles & responsibilities.

Charlotte
Wolff-Bye,
Statoil

13:00
-14:00

Lunch break
Afternoon: Breakout Groups

(Examples and best practices on effective and functional carbon
market. Topics to include trading, corporate organisation, and
market design)
Group A: Power
Speaker(s): Eric Boonman, Statkraft and Jason Lee, Solvay
Group B: Petrochemical
Speaker(s): Charlotte Wolff-Bye, Statoil
14:00
-15:45

Group C: Iron/Steel
Speaker(s): Judith Schoeter, ICIS
Group D: Cement
Speaker(s): Derik Broekhoff, Climate Action Reserve
Group E: Non-ferrous metal and others
Speaker(s): Paul Curnow, Baker McKenzie

15:45
-16:00

Coffee & Tea Break

16:00
-16:30

Experience sharing and group discussion about
themes/lessons learned in the breakout sessions
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Time

Contents

Speakers

Theme 2: Offsets
(Examples and best practices on preparing for and
participating in an ETS)
Offsets: the Californian Experience

Derik
Broekhoff,
CAR

16:55
-17:20

MRV and the challenges
accompanying Offsets Generation

Alastair
Handley,
Carbon Credit
Solutions

17:20
-17:45

Developing an internal and external
offset strategy: what is key to
engage and invest in offset projects

Jason Lee,
Solvay

17:45
-18:05

Day 1 Wrap Up and Stocktaking

16:30
-16:55

Ÿ

March 24, Day Two Morning-Seminar

Time
09:30
-10:00

Contents

Speakers

Summary of IETA market architecture Jeff Swartz,
for the paris 2015 Agreement
IETA
Theme 3: Market Design

(Examples and best practices on from industry on carbon market
design and functions)
10:00
Carbon price forecasts and forward
Younghun Choi,
-10:30 curves: how to do it;
ICIS
10:30
-10:55

Allocation: Benchmarking and
capacity utillization rate

Alistair Ritchie,
ICF International

10:55
-11:05

Coffee & Tea Break

11:05
-11:30

Market stability reserve: industry
views and ideas on reserve

Giles Dickson,
Alstom

11:30
-12:00

China’s national ETS

Jeff Swartz, IETA

12:00
-13:00

Lunch

Sector Break Out Groups: ETS experience sharing & In-depth
discussions
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Time

Contents
Group A: Power
Speaker(s): Giles Dickson, Alstom

Speakers

Group B: Petrochemical
Speaker(s): Charlotte Wolff-Bye, Statoil
13:00
-15:00

Group C: Iron/Steel
Speaker(s): Alastair Handley, Carbon Credit Solutions
Group D: Cement
Speaker(s): Derik Broekhoff, California Action
Reserve
Group E: Non-ferrous metal and others
Speaker(s): Younghun Choi, ICIS

15:00
-15:10

Coffee & Tea Break

15:10
-15:40

Sharing information and lessons learned from break
out groups

15:40
-16:00

Final questions, discussion, and
summary of B-PMR Seoul

Break out
group speakers

6 Dialogue Summary
□ Opening Remark by Rhyun-Min Park, Director of MoE, Korea
Mr. Rhyun-Min Park, Director of MoE Climate Change
Mitigation Division, welcomed and
thanked IETA and all participants
who attended the workshop. As the
first international workshop held after
the implementation of the Korea ETS,
he wished this kind of workshop
focused on small group discussions
would be of much help for Korean
entities to respond to the ETS.
He summarized 4 major issues that are now under dispute in
the market and made clear the government position on each
issue with asking participants to kindly understand their position.
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Firstly, dispute regarding cap setting and allocation of
allowances. Quite a lot of companies have been appealing short
caps and under-allocations and even some of them have filed a
suit. But the government still believes the caps would not be
short and this kind of dispute would be cleared after next
March when the entities’ real emissions of 2015 will be known
to public.
Secondly, the purpose of the ETS is to reduce GHG
emissions in the end. He urged companies to reduce emissions
proactively through internal and external low carbon projects.
Thirdly, it was regarding the market itself. The government’s
basic position is that market stability is more important than
market liquidity. He promised the government would be
continuously monitoring the market situation and would provide
entities with correct and timely information if abnormal price
fluctuation or market volatility happens.
Finally, it was a communication problem between government
and industry. He acknowledged there were opinions in the field
that the government efforts for an interactive dialogue with
entities had not been sufficient and effective. He emphasized
that the MOE had recently launched a kind of ETS consultative
body in order to strengthen communication among stakeholders
and pre-discussion on current issues.
□ Opening

Remark

by Katrine

Sasaki,

Head of

British

Embassy Seoul
My name is Katrine Sasaki. I’m head of Climate Change &
Energy Section at the British Embassy in Seoul. The British
Embassy strongly welcomes this opportunity for business and
government to discuss and find a way to improve and make the
emissions trading scheme effective.
As we know, climate change is the biggest threat to the
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global prosperity and security. In many
parts of world, we’re already feeling the
impact of climate change through more
extreme weather events and shifting
climate patterns. So, emissions trading
scheme is extremely important to reduce
carbon emissions.
2015

is

important

going
year

to

in

be

the

a

hugely

international

climate negotiations. As you probably know, there will be a
COP meeting in Paris at the end of the year, where hopefully
countries will come together to agree a legally binding deal to
limit temperature rise to below 2 degrees. This binding
agreement should include emission reduction commitment from
all countries for the first time ever.
Korea will have a very important role to play in all of this
because many countries look to Korea as a model of low
carbon growth and a bridge between developed and developing
countries. I think one reason for this is the leadership that
Korea has shown so far on the climate change agenda. Korea
was the first Asian country to pass legislation introducing a
national ETS. Putting ahead of a curve, more and more
countries are now introducing similar schemes. Currently around
40 national and 20 sub-national jurisdictions have implemented
or scheduled to implement carbon pricing mechanisms such as
an ETS or carbon tax.
Implementation of the ETS in Korea is particularly notable
because there was quite strong opposition from industry and I
know there are still many issues relating to industry concerns
over

the

ETS

effect

on

profitability

and

international

competitiveness. The EU ETS also faced a lot of oppositions
and

concerns

from

their

industry

who

worried

about

international competitiveness. But I think we’ve seen the
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situation changed a lot in UK and EU since the time that the
ETS was implemented. There was huge business opportunity in
low carbon sector that is currently 4 trillion pounds globally
and is growing by 4-5% per year. So, particularly in UK and
EU,

businesses

are

now

seeing

climate

change

as

an

opportunity rather than a threat. UK Confederation of Business
and Industry or CBI, UK’s largest industry body is now
actively lobbying for strong climate policy. Industry in UK is
calling

for

stable

and

long-term

policy

framework

to

government that will give them a certainty to invest in low
carbon. This is exactly an initiative that the EU ETS as well as
the Korea ETS can provide.
I think it is clear that putting a cap on carbon guarantees
carbon reductions and enables countries and businesses to
deliver those reductions in a most economical way possible for
them. So, now an emissions trading scheme is on the way in
Korea and I think seminars such as this can provide a fantastic
opportunity to hear from businesses about their experiences of
operating under the scheme. The emissions trading scheme can
only work if businesses are prepared and understand how to
participate in there effectively. So, hopefully over the next
couple of days during the seminar you’ll be able to find out
more about the role and function of the scheme and also about
opportunity that it can present to businesses
□ Opening Remark by Dirk Forrister, President and CEO of IETA
B-PMR is an initiative led by a business group. The reason
why the business group takes their time out of making money to
come to Korea and spend time with you to talk about an
important topic of emissions trading is that members of IETA and
members of B-PMR believe that we have to work on this issue
as a global business community for a long time. The problem of
climate change is not one that we can solve in 5 years or 10
years. It's actually one that we work on for many decades.
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We believe that Korea is very important because it's the first
national carbon market in Asia. It's the first market that could
set the trend for something that others in Asia follow and work
with you again for many years to come. So it's very exciting
market for us IETA because we see the prospect of sending a
signal for others across the region.

Korea now has three things to fight climate change on the
global stage to give you a reputation far above others. One is
the host of the Green Climate Fund (GCF) now. It's going to
be the center of green investments globally for public finance
around the developing world. The second thing is that you have
the Global Green Growth Institute (GGGI) here that's promoting
the policy side of excellence in carbon management. And the
third is the emissions trading program that I hope that all of
you are part of. I should say a big thank you to the Ministry of
Environment partnering with us for this event.
From the government perspective, all that matters is the
environmental target to hit. Korea leads up to its international
commitment to reduce emissions. But for businesses, that's just
the beginning of the story. Because businesses need to manage
the cost well. Businesses need the market to work. They need
the market to be efficient, for it to be successful and launching
climate finance throughout the economy. Businesses need the
market to be liquid. So for businesses, the emissions target is
the beginning but that's just not all of the story. We really need
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to work together to make it work.
So the good news is that there are markets around the world
that you can learn from if you choose to, and I think it's a
great opportunity to be here today to learn from experts, not
just from EU ETS, which is the largest market to date, but also
from the important markets like Australia, California, and
Canada. So you have an incredible opportunity to learn lessons
of how emissions trading and emissions pricing policies have
worked and practice of other jurisdictions to draw lessons that
could be valuable for making Korea's market work well for
business.
Just a word about IETA because I hope that some of Korean
companies here take a look at IETA as a group to be affiliating
with going forward. And here's why. We are the main global
professional body that works for emissions trading all over the
world. We work on at the UN level, we work on at national
government whoever it's emerging. And our goal is to make
sure that there is a professional class of experts involving the
emissions markets that can be the core that takes this whole
movement forward for years to come.
Again, we are delighted to be here with things to share that
could be valuable to you, but we also recognize that you have
some things to teach us as we try to learn more about the
Korean experience, the directions that Korea will go and its
future and its own emissions market journey.

□ Presentation by Hyung-Sup Lee, Senior Deputy Director of
MoE, Korea
Mr. Hyung-Sup Lee, Senior Deputy Director of MOE
explained the current status of Korea’s GHG emissions and also
the background why the Korean government introduced an ETS
as a policy of low carbon.
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He said that Korea was the No. 1 country in the field of
increase rate of national GHG emissions among OECD
countries and introduction of carbon reduction policies became
a urgent matter. Among various low-carbon measures and
policies, the Korean government introduced and implemented
the Target Management System in 2012, but the TMS, a kind
of direct control measure, had a limit because of lack of
incentives to attract reduction efforts and too generous penalties
in case of non-compliance. He emphasized the Korea ETS that
was introduced in order to supplement the above backdrops of
the TMS could send a price signal to entities for their effective
decision-making of low-carbon investment and provide them
with flexibility for low-carbon options.
He mentioned that implementations of an ETS in some major
countries had shown positive effects. For example, the EU
succeeded in decoupling of GDP and GHG
emissions after the implementation of the EU
ETS, and in China, local pilot ETSs were
successfully introduced and thus would be
expanded to national level from 2016. He
strongly believed that the Korea ETS would
also have a very positive effect on Korean
industry for a low-carbon economy.
Mr. Lee finally mentioned that the Koran
government had a long-term vision to help
develop new low-carbon technologies and create low-carbon
industry in the near future, and try to lower the industry burden
as

much as

possible through

better communication and

discussion with industry.
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□ Theme

1:

Trading

preparation

(Examples

and

best

practices on carbon trading)
○ The First Year of Trading: Sharing the EU ETS Phase 1
Story (Eric Boonman, Statkraft)
Three statements that I want to make for Korean audience
before my presentation are:
First, the carbon market might be seen as a complicated
system and a burden to the industry at the initial stage, but in
the long run it will give you some competitive advantages.
Second, the Korea ETS has been already indirectly linked to
the EU ETS through the CDM. Third, some issues that can be
wrong later have been already identified and it has to be
tackled in early stage by learning from other markets.
Statkraft is No 1 renewable power producer in Europe, but it
is also a compliance entity in the EU ETS as it owns gas-fired
power plants. While its gas-fired assets are directly exposed to
the European carbon market, its renewable power assets are
also indirectly exposed to it through power
price. So, its carbon portfolio should be
managed and traded based on the corporate
strategy by Global Environmental Market
business unit.
Its

active

carbon

strategy

is

today

widespread across the entire value chain
globally. In upstream, it participates in
carbon funds like World Bank and KfW for
various offset projects around the world. In midstream, trading
and portfolio management are the key actions to match
upstream and downstream positions and to balance positions
according to market and regulatory changes. In downstream,
client-related-business is important to manage client exposure
and provide market access.
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Let’s take a look what were the key issues that every EU
ETS entity had faced at the first year of trading. Those were
how to set up corporate governance and decision making
process and how to define roles & responsibilities of related
parties, how to establish an efficient and effective MRV system
and how to manage it, how to get internal abatement costs, and
how to balance between internal reduction and external offsets.
The next thing we have to see is what kind of trading
activities happened at the first year. At the beginning, OTC
forwards transactions were normal and most deals were made
via brokers or intermediary companies. Trading via exchanges
came several months later as ECX ICE, EEX and Nordpool
opened online futures markets. So, European carbon market was
unique in that OTC came first and exchanges later, and
forward/futures market came first and spot market later Banks
had played a very important role in making the market safe and
liquid in Europe.
Don’t need to be afraid or scared about trading. The first year
should be the period you gain experience by trial and error and
learn by doing. Carbon market is more than a policy tool; it is
also a source of opportunities. By actively engaging in
low-carbon activities and carbon trading, Don’t let these
opportunities slip by.
Q&A
Q: What caused the sharp increase
of the European carbon price during
June to July 2005?
A:

That’s

because

everybody

thought the initial allocation would be
short and they expected the price
would go up. Some experts and analysts at that time also
forecasted the price would go up until the penalty level, i.e. 40
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Euros per ton.
Q: It looks like that the first year carbon market of the EU
ETS Phase I was quite liquid compared to the current market
situation in Korea. What was the reason of market activation?
A: At the early stage, the market was not liquid at all in
Europe, either. The banks and 5-10 big companies had played a
key role to create and stimulate the market liquidity. The banks
were very clever enough to say to the entities with potential
surplus “If you sell the surplus allowance to us, we will pay
you in cash right now and you’ll be guaranteed to buy back
when you need them later.” All the stakeholders’ active
participation in the market can only make it liquid. Somebody
should start to sell allowances in the market.
Q: The Korean government announced that it will interfere in
the market to keep the price at the level of 10,000 Won per
ton. Do you have similar policy in the EU ETS?
A: There’s been no price cap in the EU ETS. It’s totally
dependent on the market.
○ Corporate Carbon Accounting and Monitoring: Developing
Internal Carbon Strategies (Paul Curnow, Baker McKenzie)
Australia and Korea are actually quite similar in terms of size
of population and economy. The abolished Australia ETS,
Carbon Pricing Mechanism and the Korea ETS look also
similar in that the number of entities (over 500) and the
coverage of more than 60% of national emissions are nearly
same, we had a mandatory reporting period of 4 years just like
the

Korea’s

TMS,

and

concerns

about

international

competitiveness and carbon leakage justified a combination of
free allocation and exemption from full liability for the first 6
years of operation. From my 15 year experience in the carbon
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market, I have no doubt that the Australia ETS will come back
again within next a couple of years.
What I’m talking about today is a practical step plan if you
like to develop your internal carbon strategies. It is critical to
have carbon measurement and management strategies within
your corporation and facility level under a cap and trade
scheme for reducing cost of compliance and achieving lowest
cost of abatement. Carbon costs will arise under the Korea ETS
directly from various actions for compliance or indirectly from
pass-through cost from upstream suppliers.
Step

1:

Conduct

a

gap

analysis

by

developing

a

comprehensive understanding of the Korea ETS regulatory
environment and by developing a carbon management plan that
aligns with other existing business systems.
Step 2: Implement robust MRV systems by building on robust
MRV data and reports and developing assurance through a
review and audit process.
Step 3: Identify least-cost compliance options by determining
cost of internal abatement versus market price for permits and
offsets and considering optimizing liability structures amongst
business entities eligible for allocation to minimize cost.
Step 4: Manage carbon pass-through costs by considering
whether carbon costs can be ‘passed-through’ to downstream
customers and how to mitigate or avoid carbon costs that are
passed through from upstream suppliers.
Q&A
Q: You mentioned Australia’s CPM was abolished by
political reasons. Would you tell us more detailed story about
why the CPM had been abolished?
A: In the end, I think the main reason the scheme didn’t
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survive was the way it was communicated to voters. It’s a very
complex policy to explain to average voter. In Australia the
CPM was called and considered as a carbon tax by media and
people thought it was a burden to their economy and daily lives
even though technically it’s not a carbon tax. The opposition
party very successfully exploited this in its election campaign as
if the CPM was the main reason of economic recess and high
power price at that time. They won the election and the
abolition of the CPM was one of their campaign pledges.
○ Exposed to Carbon Pricing (Charlotte Wolff-Bye, Statoil)
Here today I’ll talk about why and how a pricing on carbon
has benefitted to my company, Statoil to really build a
confidence how business can prepare for low carbon future
successfully. Statoil is one of the largest oil and gas producers
in Europe based in Norway and exposed to carbon pricing as
the biggest emitter in Norway through the national policy of
Norwegian CO2 tax and the regional policy of the EU ETS.
There are 3 reasons why we are a strong supporter of carbon
pricing and the EU ETS.
Firstly, climate science is clear and business should contribute
to reducing global emissions. It can be achieved by massive
investment in renewable energies and fuel changes. If gas
would replace entire coal in Europe, we could actually reduce
emissions by 300 million tons of CO2 per year. A stringent and
well-designed ETS can provide a significant price signal to
power companies for shift to gas from coal.
Secondly, cost efficiency. An ambitious GHG target for
Europe combined with a well-designed ETS provides the most
cost-efficient way of reducing emissions at the large scale and
it provides long term productivity for the industry.
And thirdly, competitiveness. We are in favor of pricing on
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carbon in Europe. But we don’t think Europe should go alone.
40 countries have already implemented or will implement ETS
and more than 40% of the global GDP is covered by carbon
pricing. It will assure an equal competition and a level playing
field.
A well functioning carbon market can give a transparent and
fair long-term price signal, offer a market-based solution that
enables most cost-efficient carbon reduction, encourage the
development of low-carbon technologies, and allow for linking
with other carbon markets. In conclusion, carbon pricing will
drive sizable investments and innovations and help us meet our
reduction target.
□ Breakout Group Discussions
○ Group A (Power/Energy)
Three topics have been shared in the plenary session among
various topics discussed in Group A. First one
was the concern about market liquidity in
Korea. There has been no transaction at all
since mid of January. Experiences in the EU
ETS have been shared in the group and some
ideas about how to activate the Korean carbon
market have also been presented.
Second one was about the Korean government's strong
willingness to keep the KAU price within a level of 10,000
Korean Won per ton contrary to the industry expectation that
the price would go up until 30,000 Korean Won per ton. There
was an opinion that it made the companies with surplus
allowances hesitate to sell those and be in a mode of 'wait and
see'. European experience in the first year of EU ETS Phase 1
might help them participate in the market more actively.
The last one was about the possible linkage of the Korea
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ETS with other markets in the world after 2021. What impact
would it give on the Korean economy? More people thought
that it would give a positive impact as it could enable Korean
entities

reduce

their

compliance

cost

and

the

Korean

government should consider linking with other markets such as
EU and China.
○ Group B (Power/Energy)
In Group B, there have been discussions about the current
problems faced by power companies for their compliance under
the K-ETS. One of them is the government opinion about the
eligibility of renewable energy projects. The government thinks
that the renewable energy projects under the RPS are not
additional as they already received 'REC's from the government.
Meanwhile, power companies have argued that, under the
circumstances of limited potential of internal reductions and
lack of 'pass-through' option because of
electricity price control by the government,
they have no low carbon options with
renewable

energy

projects

not

being

considered as offset projects. They said
that more discussions between government
and industry should be needed to solve this
problem.
○ Group C (Petrochemical/Textile)
There has been a complaint that we don't have any room to
improve or revise the regulation even though we've already seen
some regulatory problems in current allocation and offset rules.
But,

various

solutions

have

been

raised

throughout

the

discussion.
One of them was to collaborate with foreign partner
companies through partnership for sharing of low carbon
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technologies and information and co-raising of innovation funds.
The other was to enhance CEO level's understanding and
change their attitudes about the importance of climate change
and the opportunities of carbon market. For this, communication
might be an important factor and the government should play a
key role.
It

has

entities

been
should

also

noted

that

understand

the

development of offset projects is
not all and they should set up their
strategy

to

improve

energy

efficiency and reduce energy cost
in their installations.
○ Group D (Steel/Non-ferrous Metal)
Various topics have been discussed in Group D because
some banks and consulting companies participated in the
discussion besides steel/non-ferrous metal sector companies.
Three main topics were trading volume, the meaning of
standard price (10,000 Won), and the role of financial
institutions in an ETS.
What have been discussed regarding trading volume and a
standard price set by the government were nearly similar with
those that have been discussed in Group A. Regarding the last
topic of the role of banks, best practices of European banks in
the EU ETS have been mainly shared among participants.
European banks are acting as an enabler to make the EU market
liquid and are very actively engaging in project financing for the
offset projects. But, some participants have expressed concerns
about the limitation of bank roles in Korean market.
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○ Group E (Refinery/Electronics/Others)
Group

E

has

also

discussed

mainly

regarding three topics, i.e. cap setting and
allocation method, benchmark methodology,
and role and responsibility of entity's internal
organization. Participants have agreed that
total cap of the K-ETS was too short and the
MSR volume was not sufficient to be able to
stabilize

the

market.

An

idea

of

benchmarking the California case has been presented as one of
solutions. California Cap & Trade allows that credits which are
equivalent to a portion of the cap could be surrendered in each
compliance year and the remaining portion could be surrendered
at the end of the compliance period.
It has been stated that it was not easy to set up a task force
team and define their R&R's effectively under the circumstance
of Korean industry where CEO's and high ranking officers have
negative minds about climate change and the K-ETS. But, it
has been confirmed that it's not a problem only in Korea and
they had experienced exactly same problem in the EU and
California, too. So, it's been agreed upon that we need to
extend a paradigm shift regarding climate change and the ETS
to higher level officers in the company.
□ Theme 2: Offsets (Examples and best practices on
preparing for and participating in an ETS)
○ Offsets: the Californian Experience (Derik Broekhoff, Climate
Action Reserve)
CAR is a non-profit NGO that was initially established by the
State of California under the state legislation in 2001. Over the
years, we’ve developed a series of standard protocol for
voluntary carbon offsets. Several standards that we developed
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for 5 different project types have been corporate into the
California compliance program and credits that we issued from
these categories are convertible into compliance units. So, we
can have a unique relationship in California between voluntary
and compliance markets.
California ETS started in 2013 with a state-wide cap and runs
through 2020 divided by 3 compliance periods. Phase 1 that
was finished last year only covered large industrial emitters like
power plants and big industrial facilities. From Phase 2 that
started this year, the program will be expanded to cover
transportation fuels and natural gas distribution covering 85% of
the state’s total GHG emissions.
California program has taken a unique approach to carbon
offsets in a number of different ways. One key difference
between California and EU is that we’ve taken a top-down
approach to developing standards and methodologies, which
means that it is not possible for project developers to come
forward with proposal and methodology and have that reviewed
and approved by the regulators, but instead we have identified
promising project types with a lot of potential for cost-effective
emission reduction. So, it’s been a much more limited number
of project types that are eligible under the program, certainly
relative to the more than 200 methodologies of the CDM. One
of the reasons is that we’ve adopted a standardized baseline
approach and a eligibility criteria for additionality instead of
project by project method under the CDM.
But, some obstacles remain in the California offset program.
One is to build up administrative capacity. Processing of
validation and verification of projects has been delegated to
third party registries like CAR and two other offset protocols,
but regulators in charge of approval have less knowledge and
have still been slow to approve projects, especially early
actions. The other is invalidation risk and uncertainty regarding
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the issued offset credits. California offsets can be declared
‘invalid’ if errors in accounting or a kind of frauds are
discovered even after they’ve been issued. That’s had a chilling
effect and there are still some fears in the market about when
and whether they will have invalid credits in the future.
In summary about California program, lenient initial caps
have

created

some

breathing

room

and

floor

price

is

maintaining some incentives for current project developers, but
offset credit shortages are expected without further actions by
California regulators such as building administrative capacity
and removing early action backlogs, providing clearer and more
timely guidance on invalidation risk, adopting new protocols for
additional project types, and including international offsets.
Q&A
Q: Why California adopted a top-down approach
for its offset system?
A: It was quite difficult for an individual
project

developer

researches

as

to
needed

do

such
for

analyses
that

kind

and
of

standardization. The other one was that there was
an interest in seeing the protocol developed in a
kind of public way with a lot of public input. So, we did bring
multiple stakeholders together and did make a draft of the
protocol based on public comments. It was a kind of
quasi-regulatory process.
○ Offsets and MRV (Alastair Handley, Climate Credit Solutions)
In North America, there are 5 different emissions trading
systems, California and RGGI in the States, and provinces of
Quebec, British Columbia, and Alberta in Canada. We have
fourth province of Ontario which is in the process of
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developing its own system. So, despite the federal government
of Canada is lack of interest in doing anything, provinces are
moving ahead.
While California is the most well known system in North
America, Alberta is actually the oldest and most experienced
system in this region. In the field of offset, market has
generated over 30 million tons of emission reductions through
variety of different project types. Alberta’s emissions per capita
of 69 tCO2e, which is the largest in the world, have simply
made the government of Alberta create an emissions market.
And the huge size of Alberta, which is 6 times of that of
Korea, has enabled us to develop offset credits in the biological
sector very effectively.
Alberta’s market was pioneer when it was created. It was the
first market in the world to embrace aggregated projects, so
called as program of activities in the CDM. It was also the first
jurisdiction in the world to recognize offset credits that resulted
in the best management practice in the agricultural sector. But
most importantly, when our market was developed, the
stakeholders and the government recognized the market would
not be perfect. They knew they didn’t have all the answers and
so, they adopted the philosophy to learn by doing. The choice
to learn by doing caused many problems but it’s also given our
industry competitive advantage and well prepared to participate
in new markets in North America.
Offset development is complicated and data centric, and
requires discipline. Project developers need systems and well
defined process to create low risk offsets. MRV ensures that
offsets meet the regulatory requirements. However, MRV in
itself does not create low risk and high quality credits.
Developing offsets at scale requires well defined business
processes. Project developers need to manage and assess risks
all along the development process. They need to develop and
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implement preventative, detective and corrective controls to
ensure every offset they generate represents a real reduction.
They must overlay all of these activities with sound project
management. Offsets should be created in a manufacturing
philosophy and under the very sophisticated data management
systems.

You

can’t

create

offset

credits

on

an

Excel

spreadsheet.
Now you know there is no such thing as perfect or complete.
The Korea ETS market is nowhere near perfect and it’s
nowhere near complete. You should adopt an attitude of
continuous improvement. You can help move your market
forward and you can help make it better through participating
in it.
I believe offsets are critical to all ETS markets. Offsets allow
the companies to direct their dollars into projects that can have
direct impacts on your community. So, it’s not just an
environmental benefit but it can be social and economic. It’s
time for people here to learn by doing and it’s time to get
involved in the market. You can get ahead of game. As a wise
Korean saying said, if you don’t walk today, you will have to
run tomorrow.
○ Developing Internal and External Offset Projects (Jason Lee,
Solvay)
Solvay is a multi-national chemical company based in
Brussels having chemical plants all over the world as well as a
couple of small facilities in Korea. So, we are a compliance
entity not only under the EU ETS but under the Korea ETS.
The first thing that we’ve experienced in the EU ETS is that
the ETS triggered strong MRV at each Solvay plant under the
ETS. Robust MRV is essential for any action on GHG
emissions as well as industrial performance and allow us to
clearly understand our abatement cost, without which it is really
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difficult to make a right decision on investing in internal
emission reduction projects and external offset projects.
Solvay decided to consider our compliance obligation under
the ETS as an opportunity rather than a burden and take a risk
to be an early mover rather than a follower in the offset
market. We established a new specialized team, Solvay Energy
Services to take advantage of offset opportunities globally and
partnered with Societe Generale to add CO2 trading and risk
management know-how to our technical competence. Our offset
projects portfolio and carbon trading activities were dramatically
expanded outside our group in the period of 2006-12.
What we’ve experienced with offsets is that it’s given
proactive companies a variety of opportunities to reduce
emissions profitably outside the ETS plants. We used CDM and
JI to make reductions not only at our plants but also at
3rdpartyplants. EU-ETS platform has enabled participants to
hedge and trade in an efficient manner and on the contrary
diversified participants have provided liquidity in the market.
Q&A
Q: When you look at the internal reduction projects, do you
take into account whole ‘shut-down’ of any facilities?
A: We always talks and negotiates with policy makers and
regimes or sometimes seeks help from expert group like IETA
so that we can get a level of compliance to the extent of which
we can manage without any ‘shut-down’ of our production.
Q: Did you establish your trading group before or after you
developed offset projects and created offset credits?
A: We developed and created our offset credits first and
when we thought we need a kind of trading platform for an
effective transaction of our accumulated credits, we set up a
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joint venture trading company with Societe Generale.
○ Summary of IETA market architecture for the Paris 2015
Agreement (Jeff Swartz, IETA)
Korean industry might think that the international climate
agreement is a far off discussion, but we have to look at the
individual carbon markets in the context of the global climate
negotiation. That’s because the paradigm of the global climate
talks is shifting from the ‘top-down-led’ process of Kyoto
regime to a recent ‘bottom-up-led’ process in that each country
put forward its voluntary target with its own climate policy.
About 40% of the global GDP will be covered by
‘carbon-pricing’ policy soon, in the form of ETS in EU,
California, Korea and China, or in the form of carbon tax in
Mexico and South Africa, or in the form of energy efficiency
regulation in India. About 40 countries have already been
implementing or will soon implement their national ETS.
Now the international climate negotiation needs to recognize
the role of carbon market and include some ‘carbon-pricing’
phrases in the global climate agreement that will be finalized in
the upcoming COP 21 in Paris. The role of the Korea ETS has
to be reconsidered in the context of the Paris Agreement.
Countries must submit their voluntary targets, so called
INDCs(Intended

Nationally

Determined

Contributions)

by

September this year. As we can see in the Geneva Text,
countries

like

China,

the

USA,

the

EU,

Brazil,

Bolivia/Venezuela/Argentina, New Zealand, EIG, and AOSIS
have their own market options. Different countries have
different approaches and different views on the market-based
mechanism. China and the USA said that they recognize the
need of carbon market but that should not be much mentioned
in the Paris Agreement and details could be made after Paris.
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However, we strongly believe that the Parties should agree in
Paris on standardized rules and standardized languages on how
a carbon market will function with each other.
IETA has been working with Harvard Kennedy School since
last year to address this issue and talked with various
governments, academia, and private sector experts on what type
of architecture and how to harmonize international, national,
and sub-national carbon policies to enable linking carbon
pricing mechanisms worldwide.
We just forecast how carbon markets will show up in the
Paris Agreement. It may well be quite short and probably more
outline than substance. Each idea or concept gets just a few
lines. Big picture items only might be agreed and plenty of
COP decisions will follow later. Markets and carbon pricing are
still struggling to gain global acceptance.
As a result, in order to create a large
operational and global carbon market, we
need in Paris;
1.

Infrastructure

for

Parties

to

form

unified compliance pools.
2. Transfer function enabling trade of
units between countries in the pool.
3. Integration of the best elements of
CDM/JI

programs

into

a

unified

international

crediting

mechanism.
□ Theme 3: Market Design (Examples and best practices on
from industry on carbon market design and functions)
○ Carbon Price Forecasts and Forward Curves (Younghun
Choi, ICIS)
The

starting

point

of

forecasting

carbon

price

is

an

understanding of total supply and total demand. Total supply is
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defined by the structure of the scheme and needs to be divided
into actually allocated allowance volumes and market reserve
volumes. Additional supply can come through offsets. Total
demand means sum of the estimated emissions of all entities.
Another factor to affect carbon price is the balance between
emissions and allowances. Offsets are also influencing the
market balance and at the first compliance period market is
fundamentally balanced by offsets. However, the actual market
price does not develop theoretically depending on the balance
between expected emissions and expected supply.
Market participants’ behavior and timing is a very important
factor to forecast carbon price. Two major behaviors observed
throughout global ETSs are ‘rather-long-than-short’ behavior and
hedging behavior. Most companies very much prefer to be in a
long position than a short position whatever the market situation
looks like. So, entities with a long position are most likely to
either bank the surplus to the next compliance year or period,
or sell after the year of long position. Entities with a short
position are likely to buy allowances in advance for the future
production and hedge the risks coming from price development.
In the end, demand always comes earlier than supply. That’s
the reason we usually see prices going up at the beginning of
the first compliance year.
The specific situation of the Korea ETS could be presumed
depending on the above behavior. Mainly the power sector
might be in a short position. But their buying strategy will
depend on the emissions compensation
mechanism. If they are incentivized by
accounting rules, rather-long-than-short
behavior is expected in them. For
entities in a long position, their price
expectations seem very high and they
are not likely to sell their allowance
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soon in a wait-and-see policy.
○ Allocation: Benchmarking and Capacity Utilization Rate
(Alistair Ritchie, ICF International)
The cap defines a scarcity of allowance in the market and
sets a price of allowance that will create incentive to reduce
GHG emissions. The allocation methodology defines “who gets
how much in the beginning” and has economic impact on
entities.
There are two types generally in the allocation methodology.
Auctioning is a method designed under the full “polluter pays
principle” and can send a undistorted price signal to market
players. Free allocation is a safeguard to keep entities away
from moving their facilities to non-ETS territory, so called as
‘carbon leakage’. Among two methods in free allocation,
grandfathering is the simplest method, but can make bigger
polluters get reward, and on the other hand benchmarking can
reward efficiency and early action. In this presentation, we are
going to look around the overview of benchmarking method
specifically.
When we are talking about the benchmark designing, most
important are principles, those are one benchmark for one
product, no corrections for type of technology, fuel, raw
material etc. Followings should be considered for the specific
Korea ETS.
- Selection of methodologies and potential use of international
data depending upon the number of entities per sector.
- Potential ‘fallback’ approaches and role of ‘sub-entities’
when

benchmarking

at

corporation

level

different

from

installation level of the EU ETS.
- Potential updating using benchmark emission factor and
activity level.
- International best practices modified in the context of
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Korean specific situation.
The calculation formula to determine free allocation volume
under the benchmark method in the EU ETS is as follows.
- Existing facility = BM X Historic Activity Level (2011-13
average)
- New/extended facility between 2011-13 = BM X HAL after
establishment or extension
- New entrant facility = BM X Expected Activity Level
How to calculate Expected Activity Level of new entrants is:
Activity Level = Initial Installed Capacity X Standard
Capacity Utilization Factor (SCUF)
- SCUF per product = 80% of Average annual capacity
utilization factors for all installations producing that product
- Average annual capacity utilization factor = average annual
production divided by initial installed capacity
There are 4 steps when you develop a benchmarking
allocation.
Planning
- BM design options
- BM methodology based on preferred design option
- Rules (data collection, QA/QC, confidentiality issues etc)
BM data collection & management
- Training and guidance for industry
- Data collection and QA/QC
BM development
- BM calculation
- Verification of process, method and BMs
Allocation
- Activity levels
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○ Market Stability Reserve: industry views and ideas on
reserve (Giles Dickson, Alstom)
The cap of the EU ETS Phase 3 and 4 is declining
linearly year by year, by 1.74% for Phase 3 and by 2.2%
for Phase 4. However, the cap of Phase 1 and 2 was
nearly same over the entire compliance years. But the
global financial crisis in 2008 affected much European
economy and dropped the production volume, dropped the
emission, and thus dropped the demand of allowances.
The continuous gap between the cap and the demand has
stacked unused allowances in the market and this cumulative
surplus of allowances affected the allowance price that had
sharply gone down to 3 Euros per ton level.
We expect the surplus of allowance cannot be removed easily
in the market. The surplus had been rapidly accumulated in
Phase 2 up to 2 Billion in 2012, and will be reduced a little in
the initial years of Phase 3 by ‘back-loading’ policy but sharply
go up again in 2019 and 2020 by reloading the 900 Million
once-postponed-auction allowances, and declining slowly over
the coming years according to the linear reduction of Phase 4
cap. This persistent surplus will have a permanent downhill
pressure on CO2 price. It is very clear this situation is
unsustainable and the market would not function properly. For
market to function we need some sort of balance between
supply and demand of allowances and we need a relative
degree of scarcity.
We came up with an idea to try to remove the gap, the
underlining problem that we have to tackle. When we look at
the supply and demand curve from 2013 over to 2070, the
demand will fluctuate according to the fixed cap, sometime
lower than the cap and sometime higher than the cap. The idea
is to create a reserve, a Market Stability Reserve, which will
keep us within a certain range so that we never have an excess
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surplus of allowances nor do we have an excess shortage of
allowances.
This is what we suggested to the European Commission and
they agreed with us on the underlining structural problem in the
EU ETS and something has to be done about it. Now, the
Commission proposed its own draft of MSR scheme to the
European Parliament. This is how it will work. If there is a
surplus of allowances of more than 833M at any one-point in
time, 12% of that surplus will be put into the reserve.
Conversely, if the surplus is less than 400M you release 100M
allowances from the reserve back on the market. If you are in
the middle range between 400M to 833M then you leave the
market alone. No need for action. That is considered as an
optimum range of relative scarcity in the market.
We believe this MSR measure will get rid of the surplus
from the market from mid 2020’s and deliver a meaningful
CO2 price that can incentivize investments enough to meet the
EU long-term emissions goal. Another reason for MSR is to
keep up with other ETSs, especially China National ETS that
will be implemented at least by 2020. We do not want to see
the China ETS is more functional than the EU ETS in 2020
and 2021.
Q&A
Q: If you were standing in 2001 when the EU ETS was
being designed, would you include MSR Mechanism in the EU
ETS?
A: Yes, we should have had an MSR from the beginning.
With hindsight it’s very easy to say that, but back in 2001 or
2003 we assumed always an economic growth and we didn’t
foresee the North Atlantic financial crush and economic crisis
that came after that and collapse in demand in 2009 in Europe
gave us the huge gap which still persists today between cap
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and demand for allowances. We would advise any other
economy in the world that is introducing an ETS or a cap and
trade scheme to build an MSR into its planning because it
provides safety valve and it provides certainty industry going
forward about what the level of scarcity in the market is always
going to be.
Q: Should the MSR range be price or should it be volume?
A: EU has gone for volume. We think volume is better than
price. Once you get into the business of trying to fix prices or
trying to forecast prices, then you are hostage to economic
circumstances. We don’t know what’s going to happen, inflation
or deflation. How can you stop making price forecast? This is a
market designed based on volumes, not prices. The cap is a
volume. That’s how the market should be structured and that’s
how the MSR should be structured.
○ China’s National ETS (Jeff Swartz, IETA)
There is no question that China is putting a price on carbon
and doing so through a carbon market when we hear what
Chinese high ranking officials said as follows.
“Accelerate the carbon market at a faster pace…” by Vice
Premier Zhang Gaoli, September 2014
“China must speed up the development of national carbon
market…” by Premier Li Keqiang, March 2015.
There are 7 local pilot ETSs that are now under operation in
China. IETA has been holding B-PMR Missions in those
locations of ETS in China as well as in Korea. There are many
Chinese companies who are participating in more than one ETS
pilot. China has a non-liberalized electricity market and they
established 5 big state-run power companies just like Korea.
Those power companies have operations throughout the country
and thus have to participate in the market under 7 different
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rules. That means they have to go to market 7 different times
and pay a different price on carbon 7 times. They are ready for
a national ETS. That will reduce the cost of compliance and
make it easier for them to actively participate in the carbon
market.
The timeline of a national ETS goes back to Copenhagen in
2009 when former premier Wen Jiabao announced China’s
national reduction target of 40-45% carbon intensity by 2020.
Since then, they have made a rapid progress in developing
ways to meet that target, one of which is the establishment of
carbon markets at the local level and the national ETS as well.
The government will start a process of implementing the
nation-wide ETS from next year, but not known what month. It
is expected that the first step of the process will be an
implementation of MRV, other actions like set up of registry
and offset system will be next steps, and finally issuance of
allowances will be made some time during the time span of
2017-20. The bottom line is that China will have a fully
functional ETS before 2020.
Q&A
Q: I think the reason of linkage is to be able to achieve
mutual benefits. What kind of benefits do we have if we buy
international offset credits?
A: From the point of view of Korea, I think the benefit from
the market linkage would be a reduction of compliance cost.
That’s because the potential of GHG reduction of foreign
market is much bigger than that of domestic market. Also, the
cost of reduction in other developing countries is much lower
than that in Korea. Another benefit will be an increase of
possibility to buy credits chipper by expanding the base of
counter parties for transaction. We can learn this from the case
of linkage between California and Quebec. Through the linkage
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with California, Quebec who has much smaller carbon market
can reduce both operating cost and compliance cost and thus
minimize the impact on its economy.

7 Stakeholder's Interview
□ Interview with Rhyun-Min Park of MoE
Q: Would you tell about the importance of the Korea ETS
for Korean companies?
A: An economy-wide ETS has started from Jan 1 this year in
Korea. The main purpose of the Korea ETS is to reduce
emissions in a cost-efficient way. Comparing with the existing
have a new tool to lower their reduction cost by trading
emissions in the market. I think the Korea ETS is the most
meaningful policy among various climate change ones not only
to the government but also to the industry to meet the national
reduction target.
Q: Dialogues between industries and
sectors both at home and abroad are
becoming

important

for

companies

to

respond to the ETS. What is your opinion
on that?
A: When a company participates in the
ETS,

reducing

emissions

in

its

own

facilities is important. But the more important is gathering
information when they make decisions regarding allocation of
allowances, trading, and offset projects. They have to collect
relevant data from other entities in the K-ETS and foreign
companies who experienced an ETS in advance. So, I think it's
really important and meaningful for them to have dialogues and
discussions with other companies at home and abroad in order
to respond to the Korea ETS effectively and cost-efficiently.
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□ Interview with CH Jang of KOSEP
Q: Would you introduce your company?
A: KOSEP is one of the big 5 thermal power companies in
Korea. We are participating in the Korea ETS with the largest
emission volume in power sector.
Q: Your company has recently received allowances from the
MoE. Do you think your allocation is quite reasonable?
A: We received free allowances on December 1, 2014.
Actually we had applied an allocation of nearly 60 million tons
per year, but only received 70% of that volume as allowance.
So, we have to reduce emissions up to 30%, buying a lot in
the market and also reducing in-house emissions. We expect a
lot of cost burden over the coming years.
Q: Could you tell how your company is responding to the
ETS, for instance setting up of special task force?
A: Our organization is largely divided into head office in
Seoul and several installations (power plants) all over the
country. Head office takes responsibility in trading and
management of allowances and offset credits, coordination work
of MRV from each installation, study and analysis of carbon
market, and communication with the government. Installations
are responsible for MRV and emissions reduction projects.
Q: What kind of action are you doing in order to reduce
in-house emissions and develop offset projects?
A: We have various kinds of thermal power plants, such as
coal-fired, gas-fired and combined ones. In case of coal-fired
power plants, we are trying to replace coal with bio-mass
(wood pallets or bio SRF) as well as improving energy
efficiency. Gas-fired power plants are also doing every efforts
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to reduce emissions by improving energy efficiency and
replacing old facilities to new ones. In case of offset projects,
we've already registered some CDM projects of renewable
energy like small hydro and wind power. We will try to expand
our domestic offset project base partnering with other SMEs.
Q: Do you have anything that you want the government to
improve in the implementation of the K-ETS?
A: We haven't seen much transactions since the Korea
Exchange opened on Jan 12. Korean companies still think that
the ETS is an environmental regulation rather than a market.
They seem to be reluctant to sell allowances and want to keep
them for the 2nd phase even though they expect some surplus
as banking is allowed unlimitedly. I think we need to limit
banking to some extent to make the market liquid. Another one
is that the rules and regulations of domestic offset protocol are
too tight and rigid to activate the offset market. I hope the
rules to be loosened to drive more reduction actions.
Q: What do you think about this B-PMR international
workshop? Is this dialogue helpful to you?
A: Of course it was a lot helpful to me. I learned there were
a lot of trial-and-errors even in the EU ETS. For instance, EUA
price went down to 3 Euros from the initial 30 Euros. Through
these practices and cases in Europe we can learn lessons and
get some insights what direction our ETS will go and how we
have to respond. Also it was a very good opportunity to meet
experts and players in other jurisdiction and build up networks
with them.
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□ Interview with IS YU of IBK
Q: Would you explain what IBK's role is in the Korea ETS
and how you can support the government for the successful
implementation of the Korea ETS?
A: Under the current Korea ETS, until 2020, 525 entities and
3 public financial institutions, i.e. KEB, K-Exim Bank and
KDB, are only allowed to trade emissions in the market. I think
the government expects that the 3 public banks can play a role
as a kind of 'market-maker' to succeed in the Korean carbon
market's soft landing by stabilizing and activating the market at
the same time. As there seems to be trade-off between the
stabilization and liquidity in the market, we have to try to make
a balance between these two conflicting aspects.
From the non-financial standpoint, we can provide a free
service of capacity building program to our clients. If we can
help the companies to set up a relevant new governance to
respond the ETS and to use our money for their emissions
projects through this kind of capacity building program, it can
surely make the market active and liquid. I think actually our
roles are much more than the above-mentioned and so we have
to exert our efforts to identify those by benchmarking foreign
best practices.
Q: You said that you have been designated for the market
stabilization and activation. Could you tell what kinds of
discussion are going on between the banks and the MoE for
that purpose?
A: This kind of issue is so confidential that what I can
disclose now is limited. As far as I know, the MoE and the
MoFAS are trying to do their best to make the ETS
soft-landed. A lot of meetings and discussions have been made
between top levels of the government and the 3 public banks
and fundamental agreements have been made. The government
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has recently asked us to operate some of their Market Stability
Reserves (MSRs) on behalf of them. Next issue will be the
market liquidity. There might be an agreement on that between
them soon, but the details are to be made public later.
Q: You said that the MSRs will be operated by the 3 public
banks. Could you explain how you operate those MSRs?
A: The MSR will be used for 3 purposes, that is for new
entrants, early action, and market stability. The government has
already contracted a study project to set up guidelines to
operate these MSRs. Our role with the MSR will be to
immediately intervene in the market by selling some of MSRs
or buying surplus of allowances in case of abrupt and sharp up
and down of allowance price.
Q: Today in the workshop, many people expressed concern
about that the market will not be activated under the current
Korea ETS. How do you think the regulations should be
improved in order to make the market active?
A: As reported in the media, almost entities seem to be in a
'short position' i.e. buying position. As their ability to reduce
in-house emissions is limited, I think they should obtain credits
through offset projects. But my personal opinion is that the
offset regulations recently publicized by the government are a
bit more strict and severer than that of the CDM. I hope these
regulations will be revised more generously in order to motivate
as many players as possible to plunge into the offset projects.
The other one is that we have to change our mind about the
carbon market. While the stakeholders in Europe think that the
carbon market is the one that we can make money, but in
Korea most players consider the market as one of high risk
because we started the market when the global market is in a
recess and prices are going down sharply. I want the
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government to think about supporting programs to shift people's
perception on the carbon market.
Q: Would you give your thoughts on participating in this
B-PMR workshop?
A: It was my first attendance in the B-PMR workshop and
my personal impression is that it was a really helpful event to
me. Other than a typical type of one-way information transfer,
it was an excellent program having breakout sessions for
interactive dialogues with peers and experts of every sectors. I
hope I can have more chances like this in the future.

□ Interview with Dirk Forrister of IETA
Q:

This

is

the

2nd

B-PMR

Mission

international workshop in Korea. Any comment
on that?
A: First of all, we are very pleased to
welcome back to Korea this year. But the big
difference between this year and a year ago is
the business community in Korea is taking this
issue much more seriously. The program is started, real money
is on the line, real opportunity is to be sought and achieved
and so there are strong interests and ideas about how other
companies handled similar opportunity and similar set of
challenges. So I think it's been a very useful discussion today.
Q: I'd like to ask you about vision and future of the Korea
ETS.
A: I think Korea is starting a very interesting journey here at
home but has the possibility of doing something more powerful
in concert with other countries in Asia. There has been some
discussion about the possibility of linkages between Korean
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market and other exising markets like in Europe or possibly
even linkages to China in future. As we all work on climate
change problem over time it's gonna be important for markets
to connect up. But I think really here's an opportunity here for
doing something even bigger than what's happening in Korea.
So, to me, that's the vision of the Korea ETS to become to a
part of global solution.
Q: What do you think is the most important thing for the
successful operation of the Korea ETS?
A: I think one thing is that companies have to take it
seriously and actually engage in the market. And as a part of
that, I think the development of the offset side of the market is
very important because it offers a hope of cost-containment and
it also broadens a set of activities beyond the covered sectors
and into some of the other emission sources around the country
that might be cheap to control but also have other local
benefits. So I think that's part of what's exciting about it.
When you are starting an emission program, it unleashs the
entrepreneurial spirits to look for creative ideas and innovative
solutions and bring new money into climate actions because
there's a market benefit to itself. I think we're right on the
beginning of something that could be very important, getting
the offset standard set up well, getting verifications done. But at
the end of the day it's trully that compliance of obligation that
drives everything and the flexibility that's forwarded to
companies participating.
Q: What would be the measure to activate the offset business
in Korea? How to revitalize the offset market?
A: I think a lot of Korean companies got a taste of emissions
offset through the CDM because we were able to produce
CDM credits which are a form of offset and gain some
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experience of that. Now we have to see what the Korean
version of that is going to be going forward and a part of that
is the ministry is agreeing on what the offset protocols would
be, agreeing on how they're measured and verified and then
companies going out finding the opportunities and putting
money at risk. I think there will be a lot more interests in it
once there are actual projects registered that have issued credits
so that we understand start to finish how the process works.
We are beginning that part of the market, so I think many of
the uncertainties around the world follow away over the course
of years, this year and next year. It's important to know that the
same learning experience has been underway in California and
before that in Europe. So it's something that other markets have
gone through. When I first started working at an emissions
market in Europe there was no CDM yet. So companies could
only imagine that the CDM can eventually produce. We a kind
of that phase here, just beginnings. But it will come in time.

8 Speakers
□ Dirk Forrister
Dirk Forrister is President and CEO of the International
Emissions Trading Association (IETA). Previously, he was
Managing Director at Natsource LLC, the manager of one of
the world’s largest carbon funds. Earlier in his career, Mr.
Forrister served as Chairman of the White House Climate
Change Task Force in the Clinton Administration. Prior to that,
he was Assistant U.S. Secretary of Energy for Congressional,
Public and Intergovernmental Affairs; and legislative counsel to
Congressman Jim Cooper. He was also Energy Program
Manager at Environmental Defense Fund. Forrister now serves
on the Board of Directors of the Verified Carbon Standard and
as a member of the Advisory Boards of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research and the American Carbon Registry.
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□ Eric Boonman
Eric Boonman has over twelve years of experience in
environmental markets and is currently the Head of Carbon
Origination of Global Environmental Markets for Statkraft.
Statkraft is the largest renewable energy producer in Europe and
is active in the entire carbon value chain both as a compliance
buyer as well as a service provider.
Statkraft is a Steering Committee Member of IETA’s
Business Partnership for Market Readiness (B-PMR) and Eric
serves as its co-chair. The B-PMR is contributing to the
development of carbon pricing policies and tools around the
world. It has held business to business workshops in China
(Shenzhen, Guangzhou, Beijing, Tianjin and Shanghai), Korea,
Mexico, South Africa and Kazakhstan. The B-PMR works in
conjunction with the World Bank’s PMR.
Before joining Statkraft, Eric was the Global Head of
Environmental Markets Origination at Fortis Bank. He started
his career in 2001 as a green trader at Nuon and holds a Master
in Economics. He is also a regular speaker on conferences.
□ Paul Curnow
Paul Curnow is a partner of Baker & McKenzie’s Global
Environmental Markets practice. He is head of the Firm’s
Asia-Pacific Renewable Energy and Clean Technology Practice
and co-Chair of the Global Carbon Capture and Storage
Practice.
Paul is one of the world's leading legal advisors on climate
change,

having

specialised

in

carbon

and

the

broader

environmental markets since 2000. In particular, Paul specialises
in carbon, renewable energy and environmental markets. He
advises government, multilateral and private sector clients on
domestic and international climate change, renewable energy
regulation and policy, and cross-border project development and
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financing of renewable and carbon projects.
Between 2001 and 2004 Paul was an international climate
change negotiator with the Australian Government (as part of
the

Australian

Greenhouse

Office).

A

partner

with

Baker&McKenzie since 2007, he is a Visiting Fellow in
Environmental Markets at the University of New South Wales.

Paul recently completed a part-time secondment as General
Counsel to Australia’s Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC).
Paul has a masters degree in Public Policy and Environmental
Law from the Australian National University, where he also
obtained his LLB (Hons I) and BA (Hons I). He has published
widely in domestic and international renewable energy and
climate change law.
□ Charlotte Wolff-Bye
Charlotte Wolff-Bye joined Statoil, a major international oil
and gas company, in 2014 as Vice President, to oversee its
sustainability strategy and policy function. In her first year she
has spearheaded a sustainability strategy for the group, driven
leadership development on sustainability and an international
advocacy agenda around climate change and energy.
Previously Charlotte was General Manager, Group Head of
Corporate Responsibility for the leading global steel and mining
company

ArcelorMittal.

ArcelorMittal

she

During

established

her
the

six

year

Group-wide

tenure

at

corporate

responsibility strategy that led to industry-leading practices in
good governance, stakeholder engagement, human rights and
transparency in reporting and demonstrable improvements in
regions as diverse as North America, Africa and the CIS. Prior
to the extractives and manufacturing sector Charlotte held
various sustainability positions for a period of ten years in the
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telecommunication industry, most notably at Telefonica and O2.
Previous experiences include working for a multilateral lending
agency, in music marketing and diplomatic affairs.
In 2011 Charlotte was entered into the prestigious group ‘Top 40 under 40 International Development Leaders in
London’ by Devex. Charlotte resides in London, United
Kingdom.
□ Derik Broekhoff
Derik Broekhoff is Vice President for Policy at the Climate
Action Reserve, where he is responsible for managing the
policy development staff and overseeing the development of
protocols

for

quantifying

and

registering

greenhouse

gas

reductions from carbon offset projects. He also manages the
development of climate change policies and programs for the
Reserve, including assisting the Reserve’s efforts to support the
State of California in the implementation of AB 32, the state’s
far-reaching global warming law.
Before coming to the Reserve, Derik was a Senior Associate
at the World Resources Institute (WRI) in Washington, DC
where he led work on the Greenhouse Gas Protocol Initiative,
which is an internationally recognized standard for greenhouse
gas emissions accounting, and managed WRI’s work on the
design of greenhouse gas emissions trading programs, registry
systems and standards for carbon offsets. He is a primary
author

of

the

WRI/WBCSD

GHG

Protocol

for

Project

Accounting, has advised numerous regulatory and voluntary
programs on the development of carbon offset policies and
standards and has testified twice before Congress on carbon
offset regulation and standard development.
Prior to joining WRI, Derik worked for eight years in the
fields of energy and climate change consulting, including five
years with Trexler Climate + Energy Services, Inc. in Portland,
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Oregon, where he developed financial and economic analytical
tools for carbon market forecasting, risk management, project
evaluation and business strategy development for a wide range
of private and public sector clients. Derik holds a Master’s
degree in Public Policy (MPP) from the University of California
at Berkeley and a Bachelor’s degree in International Relations
from Stanford University.
□ Alastair Handley
Alastair Handley is a recognized authority in the field of
Carbon Offset development and project aggregation. He has
been enagaged in the Alberta’s Emissions Trading System since
inception 8 years ago and his software platform has been used
to generate almost 3 million verified emission reducitons. His
company, Carbon Credit Solutions Inc, is the largest developer
of carbon offsets from aggregated projects in North America.
Alastair is currently advising the Environmental Defense Fund
on aggregation in the USA, and is working with rice growers
in the US to quantify methane reductions resulting from
improve agricultural management practices. He is also working
in conjuntion with the US based Coalition of Agricultural
Greehouse Gases to quantify emission reductions in Brazil.
His expertise in Spatial Information Systems (SIS) and
computer programming led to establishment of a systematic data
driven software system. This system and its associated buiness
processes enables project develoeprs to meaure/monitor and
report emission reductions in an efficient cost effective manner.
This system allows verifiers to test controls and data, which
results in a more comphrehensive verification. CCSI has used
this system to develop over 20 emission reduction projects in
Canada

and

is

now

expanding

this

system

to

support

international markets.
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□ Jason Lee
Jason Lee is Vice President of Solvay Energy Services in
Asia since May 2011.
Solvay Energy Services is a global business unit of the
Solvay Group, specialized in the fields of energy and CO2
management, and in the implementation of new solutions to
fight climate change. With 250 experts located in 14 countries
worldwide, Solvay Energy Services manages energy purchases
for the Group, and develops third parties activities in the field
of energy and CO2 efficiency, renewable energy and biofuels.
Prior to joining Solvay Energy Services, he was head of
Corporate Advisory & Finance Korea of Standard Chartered
Securities and previously held various positions for Lazard,
Woori Investment & Securities, and the Korea Development
Bank. He graduated from Yonsei University in Seoul and holds
a MBA from the University of Michigan.
□ Jeff Swartz
Based in Brussels, Jeff manages and directs all aspects of
international climate policy for the International Emissions
Trading Association (IETA).
Jeff facilitates and represents IETA and its +140 members on
all aspects of international climate change negotiations with a
special emphasis on carbon pricing and its role in the 2015
UNFCCC Paris climate agreement.
Jeff also leads IETA’s Business Partnership for Market
Readiness (B-PMR), which is helping to shape the next
generation of carbon markets.
Jeff works on strengthening the policy links between the EU
emissions trading scheme (EU ETS) and emerging emissions
markets in Asia, Latin America, the Middle East and Africa.
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Jeff also represents IETA and its members with various
governments interested in dhe design of market mechanisms,
EU

institutions

following

global

climate

change

issues,

international financial institutions, and other climate change
stakeholder organizations.
Prior to joining IETA in 2011, Jeff spent +4 years in Beijing
working on the UN Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) for
the Nordic Environment Finance Corporation (NEFCO) and
Evolution Markets.
He

has

had

experiences

working

for

the

U.S.

State

Department in Guangzhou, and also at the Association of
Monterey Bay Area Governments where he worked on the
design of local implementations of California's AB 32 scoping
plan. Fluent in Mandarin and French, Jeff holds an M.A. in
International

Environmental

Policy

from

Middlebury—the

Monterey Institute of International Studies, as well as a B.A. in
Chinese and a B.A. in International Relations--both from the
University of the Pacific.

□ Younghun Choi
Younghun Choi is South Korean carbon market analyst at
ICIS, Reed Elsevier, exclusively covering South Korea ETS.
The scope of his work ranges from energy market analysis to
emissions and price forecast. Since his joining ICIS Germany
he made a press release on the Korean emissions trading
scheme, and built micro-economic projection models, i.e.
emissions forecasting model, specific to South Korea. He now
provides stakeholders with his research outcome in the form of
reports and database via ICIS Korea Portal. He studied
Accounting and Finance at London School of Economics with
an academic focus on capital market and risk analysis.
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□ Alistair Ritchie
Alistair Ritchie is a leading specialist in EU and International
climate mitigation and energy policy development, with over 23
years of consultancy experience. He is a Chartered Chemical
Engineer and has an MBA. Alistair is a leading developer of
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) through numerous
European Commission and UK Government studies including
Phase

4

EU

ETS

design

(allocation,

carbon

leakage,

Modernisation Fund, Innovation Fund); Phase 3 EU ETS design
(scope

expansion,

cap

setting,

allocation,

MRVA,

offset

mechanisms and linking); Phase 3 benchmark design options;
Development

and

Verification

of

benchmarks

(integrated

steelworks, electric arc steelmaking, cement, lime, gypsum,
petroleum refining,
industrial

oil and

combustion,

gas,

power

paper, gas

distribution,

generation,

chemicals,

manufacturing, aviation); Cap setting; MRV guidance; Scope
expansion; Carbon leakage; Impact of EU ETS (Decomposition
and econometric analysis); Case studies of EU ETS on low
carbon

action

by

industry;

ETS

guide

and

EU

ETS

communication strategies (for China, Korea, Australia and
USA).
Alistair is also a leading specialist on the China ETS. He is
Technical

Director

Assistance

project

of

the

3

supporting

year
NDRC

EuropeAid
and

key

Technical
Chinese

stakeholders in implementation of China’s National ETS,
leading training activities on the key ETS building blocks (cap
setting, allocation, MRVA, registry, market oversight), strategic
ETS design considerations, evaluation of ETS effectiveness,
economic modeling and case studies. He was Leader of
assessment of economic, energy and air pollution impacts of
China’s National ETS including workshop to leading policy
makers and economic modellers.
Alistair was Leader of a Taiwan ETS gap analysis and
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roadmap study; Expert speaker at a workshop in Taiwan on
Capacity Building of Regional Carbon Markets in Asia;
Researcher

of

Korea

ETS

development;

Manager

of

a

Kazakhstan and Ukraine ETS linkage study; and Presenter on
ETS to Former Soviet Union countries at workshop in Moscow.
□ Giles Dickson
Giles Dickson is Vice President for Global Public Affairs in
Alstom. He heads a global team in the company that engages
governments and international organisations on public policy
issues that affect the energy and transport sectors. The team
aims to help policy-makers across the world create a business
environment

that

supports

investment

in

sustainable

infrastructure: shaping relevant policy, regulation and standards;
and mobilising public financial support for the development and
deployment of clean technologies. Alstom provides technology
and equipment for power generation and transmission and
sustainable transport.
He joined Alstom in 2008 as Director Government Relations
Europe for Alstom Power, where he was involved in advocacy
on e.g. CCS, smart grids and energy efficiency.
Prior to joining Alstom he spent 16 years as a UK
Government official, mostly in the Foreign & Commonwealth
Office. He worked mainly on EU affairs: in London and with
three diplomatic postings in Europe including as Environment
and

Regional

Affairs

Counsellor

at

the

UK

Permanent

Representation to the EU.
He is a Vice-Chairman of the Business Europe Industrial
Affairs

Committee

International

and

Emissions

member
Trading

of

the

Association

Board

of

the

and

of

the

Advisory Board of the Global Green Growth Forum.
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